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Dear Jewish people
My name is Toru Narita. I am investigator of Japanese myth and Genesis. My study
started from 1995 year when Hansin-Awaji-Great Earthquake happened. May 14, 2017
on Awaji Island, Miss. Kayo Uotani and I held Commemoration ceremony for the 69th
anniversary of the Israel's founding.
In Awaji Island there are ancient Jewish ruins which left a trace 2700 years ago. 2700
years ago the time was when Isaiah was active, and the arc was lost, and Ancient
Jewish group came to Awaji Island.
In the era of Moses, the LORD led you and stood up, fought for you. I have studied
Japanese myth, however I have believed in the events of the era of Moses. In the same
way 2700 years ago The LORD led Ancient Jewish to Awaji Island, with sea wind or
glowing star, seabird song, distant lightning, occasional pillars of fire. The LORD should
have led you to Awaji Island as Moses. Kiichirou Higuchi who is second japanese listed
in the Golden Book was born in Awaji Island. General Higuchi rescued many Jews in
Siberian Railway-Otopor Station at Harbin from March 8, 1938. General Higuchi is
Japanese, but maybe an ancient Jewish descendant who came to Japan 2700 years ago.
God's mysterious measure is placed at between Jews and Japanese. In Japan, Awaji
Island is the place Japanese myth started. It is said that Izanagi and Izanami created
the heavens and the earth, and born Yaoyorozu-Kami who are many many gods, Eight
Million Gods in Japanese myth. Izanami is a wife of Izanagi. According to Japanese
myth, since Izanami was died, Izanagi is supposed to be on Awaji Island. Mother in
Heavens is dead, so only Father was in Heavens. In Japan our Father in Heavens is
Izanagi. The consequences of historical facts and Japanese myth show that the LORD is
Izanagi in Awaji Island, or Izanagi in Awaji Island is the LORD.
The key to open the next era was put on Awaji Island.
For Jewish people this paper is the last one piece which reveal the secret about Jews
and Japanese. And this paper is the door of opening Permanent Peace.
In Book Ezekiel Chapter 37:1-2, it is said that many dry bones on the valley will have
come alive. According to the prophecy Israel came alive on May 14, 1948.
On october 18, 2016 Amatersu of Japanese Kami(God) tells my dream pillow as
follows,
"Please arrange the style and format of Japanese Shinto and fulfill the prophecy of Book
Daniel Chapter 9"
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So May 14, 2017 on Awaji Island, Miss. Kayo Uotani and I held Commemoration
ceremony for the 69th anniversary of the Israel's founding. In solar calendar, the day of
May 14, 2017 woud be 69 years since Israel was founded. "Book Daniel Chapter 9" has
stated "7 weeks" and "62 weeks". And Last One Week started from 2016 when
Amaterasu told me.
At that time, The Lost Ten Tribe had not returned in 1948, and now Ten Tribes have
not returned yet. The grave has not been opened yet (Ezekiel Chapter 37:12). The Grave
is in Awaji Island.
Ezekiel 37:12,
Therefore prophesy and say to them, 'Thus says the Lord GOD: "Behold, O My people, I
will open your graves and cause you to come up from your graves, and bring you into the
land of Israel.
I think you need to raise the flag of the LORD and dig the ancient Jewish ruins of Awaji
Island. I would like to respond to the flag of your LORD with the flag of Izanagi in
Japan. The time of God's promise to you is approaching. Hebrew alphabet is 22
characters. If your Hebrew are given by your LORD, 22 indicates The End. 2022 year is
the last time of the LORD 's promise to you. Japanese Shintou is "("שShin) and "("תTou)
in Hebrew alphabet, 21st and 22nd.
The last one piece I written become to be the door of opening Permanent Peace that
Jews should realize.
This paper was written on May 18, 2018. I started translating to Hebrew quickly.
Unfortunately I got a backache at the time. I asked to Japanese Kami(God) because
there is no grace of time, "If there is a translator defined by Japanese Kami(God), I
would like to find a translator, please heal a backache."
Next day coming, my backache was gone. It seems that God decided a person who is for
translation of Hebrew. Next, I started translating English. I got backache again. It also
seems to get a person who can translate English.
I asked my friends,
"Can you translate?"
It was a reply that it seemed to be translatable but realistically untranslatable about
the relation between Japanese myth and Genesis. Japanese myth is difficult, and the
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most studied work in human history is Genesis, so the challenger is scared. Only
challenger who studied thoroughly or young challenger who knows nothing will be able
to achieve.
At last Challenger appeared. Translator is a 22 year old girl. Her first name is
"Hikaru". Japanese first name "Hikaru" is "Light" of "Let there be light" in Genesis.
Hebrew alphabet is 22 characters, same as her current age. She touched Japanese myth
and Genesis for the first time by translating my paper. If she is the person God is
planning, she will receive a lot of support by many people, Jewish and Arab. Jewish and
Arab ancestry is Abraham.
Please let me know if you understand the translated content or not. I would like to
finish my work so that it can respond to your opinion and impression. And I will publish
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Israel with self-funded publishing.
May the glory of the LORD be with you.
I am looking forward to seeing you.

June 23, 2019
Author:Toru Narita
Translator:Hikaru

Please inquire at the email address below
naritatooru@gmail.com

＜Added on 20th October 2019＞
The book title “女陰 and Female deer” comes from my childhood memories. When I was
five years old, 女陰 came up in my head, and I graffitied it on the ground and road.
Looking at my figure, my mother said while frowning
"Very very strange!"
I was seriously innocent, but my mother could not understand the hidden meaning.
Looking at the stone writings（石文） from the ancient Jewish ruins, my memories when
I was five years old were revived. I think that God kept memorable as a memory of my
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childhood.
Also, on my right cheek there is a bruise that looks like a female deer turned over. When
I was 10 years old, I noticed and hated it. I went to a dermatologist with my mother and
had to burn it off, but I couldn't remove it. As my skeleton of face grew, the bruise that
the female deer turned over was hiding under the right jaw, so I didn't care. Looking at
the ring of the deer from the ancient Jewish ruins, I remembered the bruise of the
female deer that I hated when I was 10 years old. Deer is a symbol of Naphtali. My
surname is "Narita", but "Narita" and Naphtali, I feel the two words are similar.
Knowing that the title of Psalm 22 is “according to the melody of the female deer of the
Dawn”, I began to feel that God's deep attention was put into my female deer bruise.
Now I am trying to realize what I felt vague of my childhood.

